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ABSTRACT 
 

The main purpose of this abstract is to analyse up to date tendencies and upcoming trends in the 

development of modern tourism. Main destinations of inbound tourism were analysed altogether with 

trend analysis of world`s top outbound tourism countries. Any development is impossible without 

applying certain efforts and expenses in fields as environmental, socio-cultural, technological, and 

economic and others. Most of those impacts on tourism development were analysed both with certain 

factors which were underestimated during the dissemination of modern era of tourism – these are 

information technologies (Internet included) with their highest impact on globalization and promotion of 

tourism and low cost discounters with their impact on motivation of  particular tourist - direct service 

consumer travelling.  
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1 GENERAL 
 

Study of travel and tourism investigates following: how, why, where people travel as tourists, how travel 

industry representatives can effectively and profitably offer products for tourists and, finally, how 

destinations (countries, regions, cities) can manage tourism to their benefit. 

So, why it is so attractive – to develop tourism: growing industry, disseminates wealth and prosperity, 

linked to local economy, uses natural free resources and infrastructure, does not face any trade barriers, 

promote environmental protection, provides facilities for local people as well as tourists.  

The term mass tourism is briefly used for pre-scheduled tours for groups of people who travel together 

with similar purposes (recreation, sightseeing etc.) usually under the organization of tourism 

professionals. 

Marketing start being customer oriented. That happened due to the new generation of tourists was 

born, these people were much better educated, they already had experience of travel and they got the very 

new tool of promotion and even propaganda – television, a new device which changed the world and led 

to its further globalization bringing similar services to the every household. 

Main factors of technological and production development in the 20
th

 century are: jet planes, credit 

cards, computers, globalization, television, Internet, CRS – computer reservation systems, GDS – global 

distribution systems (Amadeus, Sapre, Galileo, Worldspan), charter Flights, inclusive tour packages, 

wholesale economy of tour operating, mass Production for mass market customer, similar needs of 

average customer: similar cars, similar clothes, similar travels – mass market tourism stimuli. 

In 1990s started an era of a new tourism. Many factors influenced this change. We may say that the 

tourists of this new era that continues till nowadays are more experienced as there are very little amount 

left of those who never travelled abroad; more educated as secondary education is compulsive in most of 

the countries; more “green” as we care about the environment more than ever; more flexible because of 

the world economic crisis when we care more about value we can get from money we pay nor the 

destination we are willing to choice; more independent as we feel safe even far away from home due to 

the internet, GPS, translating devices and languages we know; more quality-conscious. 
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New composition of the family, far from previous standards, singles, retired seniors, lonely women - 

all those new groups of target customers created a need of a new supply, which should be more super 

segmented than any whenever. New factors of new tourism development are following: new consumers; 

new technologies; new forms of production; new management styles; in-depth knowledge of the market; 

flexibility; new prevailing circumstances; new diagonal integration. 

Previous approach to vertical (client-agency- operator-hotel) and horizontal (agency-agency) was 

unable to predict wide dissemination of Internet when the same services become available both for 

consumers and providers, both for suppliers and intermediaries. 

When new products are developed, impacts on tourism should be taken into attention. For less 

developed countries – inbound tourism is an effective (and sometimes the only) catalyst of economic 

growth and wider socio-economic development. 

 

2 CONCLUSION 
 

Summarizing we can say that aims and goals of tourism development could be divided into following 

groups: 

 political factors (revenue that brings investments to other areas, keeping of national identity, 

clear destination profile); 

 environmental factors (improvement of current situation, heritage preservation, sustainability); 

 economic factors (tourism linkage to local economics, multiplier effect, employment, foreign 

currency earnings, total economic boost); 

 socio cultural factors (building community facilities, providing cultural understanding, keeping 

cultural traditions and improving quality of life). 

However, interests of those groups may intersect and/ or conflict. 
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